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Trajectory Optimization for High-Altitude Long
Endurance UAV Maritime Radar Surveillance
Angus Brown and David Anderson
Abstract
For an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) carrying out a maritime radar surveillance mission, there is a trade-
off between maximizing information obtained from the search area and minimizing fuel consumption. This paper
presents an approach for the optimization of a UAV’s trajectory for maritime radar wide area persistent surveillance
to simultaneously minimize fuel consumption, maximize mean probability of detection, and minimize mean revisit
time. Quintic polynomials are used to generate UAV trajectories due to their ability to provide complete and complex
solutions while requiring few inputs. Furthermore, the UAV dynamics and surveillance mission requirements are
used to ensure a trajectory is realistic and mission compatible. A wide area search radar model is used within this
paper in conjunction with a discretized grid in order to determine the search area’s mean probability of detection and
mean revisit time. The trajectory generation method is then used in conjunction with a multi-objective particle swarm
optimization (MOPSO) algorithm to obtain a global optimum in terms of path, airspeed (and thus time), and altitude.
The performance of the approach is then tested over two common maritime surveillance scenarios and compared to
an industry recommended baseline.
Index Terms
Airborne radar, multi-objective optimization, particle swarm optimization, remote sensing, surveillance, trajectory
optimization, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).
I. INTRODUCTION
Airborne surveillance is of signiﬁcant interest for both military and civil applications. A radar, in comparison
to other remote sensors, provides large area surveillance in both adverse weather conditions (e.g. rain, fog) and
varying light conditions (i.e. day and night). An airborne platform is often required for large area maritime radar
surveillance. As such, the length of surveillance time is dependent on the fuel consumption of said platform, which
in turn is dependent on the platform trajectory. However, the platform trajectory also affects the surveillance of
the search area. In particular, it affects the visibility of the radar and where the main beam intersects the surface.
This work was supported by Leonardo.
A. Brown and D. Anderson are with the School of Engineering, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ, UK (e-mail:
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Speciﬁcally, the platform airspeed, altitude, and path will affect the fuel consumption and how long the radar’s
beam stays within a given area, thus affecting both the probability of detection and revisit time.
For persistent surveillance missions, the aim is not necessarily to search for a speciﬁc target but to patrol a region
of interest where complete coverage is required (i.e. every point in the search area is visited to some degree at least
once). Furthermore, the platform trajectory is required to be as continuous as possible with little to no down time to
allow for constant surveillance. Therefore, minimizing the fuel consumption of the platform increases the duration
for a given surveillance trajectory. High altitude UAVs are typically designed for long endurance, and as such are
able perform surveillance missions for signiﬁcant amounts of time before a refuel is required [1]. Additionally,
UAVs have a signiﬁcant advantage over other airborne platforms, in that they are able to ﬂy any time of day with
minimal human input. For both these reasons, a high altitude UAV was selected as the platform for this problem.
Note that high altitude is generally deﬁned as above commercial altitudes (taken as 11 000m).
There is therefore a trade-off between minimizing the UAV fuel consumption and maximizing search area
coverage, where the coverage is deﬁned in terms of both the probability of detecting a given target and the revisit
time (i.e. the time between covering the same point in the search area). Increasing the coverage of the surveillance
area requires a larger trajectory, resulting in more fuel consumed. However, there is also a trade-off between the
revisit time and the probability of detection. If the trajectory covers a large area at a low speed, a lot of time is
spent at each point in the search area which increases the overall probability of detection. However, this trajectory
type results in a greater time between revisiting a given point in the search area. Thus, the aim is to obtain a
trajectory that simultaneously minimizes fuel consumption, maximizes the average probability of detection, and
minimizes average revisit time for a given search area. These three criteria were quantiﬁed with cost functions
for which a multi-objective global optimization algorithm was used to obtain trajectories that minimize the costs.
Currently within industry, only speciﬁc trajectories are considered, which may not be optimal for a given search
area and mission. The optimized trajectories were compared with industry recommended trajectories to highlight
the performance of this approach.
Note that this problem deals with ﬁnding an optimal trajectory for the surveillance of a pre-speciﬁed area (e.g. a
ﬁshing zone or a coastal border). Such an area would not change in a short period of time, and as such the solution
for a given area does not need to be solved in real time [2] and an ofﬂine solution is adopted.
A. Related Work
A simple way to deﬁne a UAV trajectory is to use polynomials in time [3]. In particular, quintic polynomials
provide a simple method for the representation of velocities and accelerations for a complete trajectory of a given
platform. The main advantage of polynomials, relative to other trajectory methods, is the ability to specify the
start and end conditions which is a requirement in this case. These polynomials have been used for modeling both
ﬁxed-wing UAV [4] and multi-rotor [5], [6] trajectories. For optimizing a UAV’s trajectory for surveillance, it would
be typical to consider the problem as 4D (space and time). However, for maritime surveillance the surface is level,
thus there would be no need to change altitude which is therefore assumed constant throughout a given trajectory.
There have been numerous implementations of polynomials for the use of trajectory optimization. The majority of
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the work focuses on minimizing path risk [7], minimizing path length in the face of objects [8], maximizing threat
avoidance while minimizing fuel consumption [9], or a combination of fuel minimization, threat avoidance, and
reconnaissance [10]. In addition, multi-objective optimization has been implemented for polynomial UAV trajectory
optimization in order to maximize threat avoidance while also incorporating terrain constraints [11] and also fuel
consumption [12].
Optimizing a full UAV trajectory involves a large search space which often requires a global optimization algo-
rithm. Evolutionary algorithms provide a method for global optimization while also maintaining relative efﬁciency.
Notably, both genetic algorithms (GA) [13] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [14] have been used for trajectory
optimization and path planning. From Hassan [15], PSO appears to outperform GA in terms of computational
efﬁciency when applied to constrained nonlinear problems with continuous design variables, as is the case with the
proposed problem. For these problems, PSO also achieves higher quality solutions in general. While GA generally
exceeds the solution quality of that of PSO for discrete trajectory optimization cases [16], according to Besada-
Portas [17] PSO provides higher quality solutions compared to GA for continuous trajectory scenarios which involve
a series of waypoints and areas of signiﬁcance. Additionally, when a polynomial trajectory generation method has
been used, PSO has been found to outperform GA [18], [19] in terms of solution quality. Similarly, [14] uses PSO
for b-spline trajectory optimization. For these reasons, PSO was chosen.
Current literature has not considered sensor trajectory optimization for a large area under persistent surveillance.
For sensor trajectory optimization (with sensor modeling), up to now the work has focused on either a downward
looking sensor [20]–[23] or synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [24]. In the aforementioned studies, the input to the UAV
is some form of sequence of heading changes or waypoints. This method generates continuous polynomials for
smooth, efﬁcient circular turns. Additionally, in the above papers, the trajectory is optimized for searching certain
locations of interest within the search area. This problem differs from the problem presented in this paper, where
trajectories are obtained that maximize coverage for a whole search area. Additionally, due to the cyclic nature of
the requirement that the UAV returns to its starting pose, the type of search algorithm that can be used is limited.
For the papers mentioned above, both the search area and sensor are modeled at a much lower resolution. For
large area problems, higher resolution is required which is a source of great computational cost. This paper outlines
the trajectory optimization method in a way that makes obtaining optimal solutions practicable.
Speciﬁcally, in both Li [24] and Ergezer [20], there are multiple small regions with the start point, end point,
and visiting order of the regions pre-speciﬁed. In the case of Li [24], an A* search algorithm is employed which
cannot be applied to this problem for a multitude or reasons, primarily due to the problems cyclic nature. In the
case of Ergezer [20], the optimizer is pre-seeded which, while increasing computational efﬁciency, does not perform
a truly global search. This paper presents the surveillance trajectory problem as a global optimization problem by
allowing a large degree of freedom in terms of path, altitude, and airspeed.
In Perez-Carabaza [23], a receding horizon approach is used which does not provide a global search. Additionally,
the UAV height, commanded airspeed, initial position, and initial heading are ﬁxed. These constraints sacriﬁce poten-
tial solutions in favor of computational efﬁciency. In their case, the computational efﬁciency is more advantageous,
however, in the cases presented within this paper, optimality is a priority over computational efﬁciency.
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Due to the differences in the outlined scenario compared to current literature, it is not possible to compare the
outlined algorithm’s performance with previous methods. As such, trajectories recommended by industry [25] were
instead used for comparison.
B. Main Contributions
The contribution of this paper is the optimization of trajectories for large area radar surveillance using the
following:
1) Firstly, a polynomial trajectory generation method is derived that provides complex trajectories while requiring
few inputs. This method accounts for the ﬁxed-wing platform dynamics and propulsion while also accounting
for the requirements of a persistent surveillance mission (i.e. the start pose is equal to the end pose).
2) A radar mathematical model is derived for maritime wide area surveillance. This model includes the earth’s
curvature and sector scan. Furthermore, a method for determining the search area coverage in terms of
probability of detection and revisit time is outlined.
3) The considerations of the required platform for this mission type are accounted for. These considerations
include the high altitude region of operation, long mission time, and high fuel to weight ratio of the platform.
4) Lastly, the surveillance trajectory is used with a multi-objective global optimization algorithm. Results are
compared to an industry recommended baseline which shows the performance of this method.
Section II outlines the trajectory generation method and formulates the fuel consumption for a given trajectory. This
section also derives the maritime radar wide area surveillance model, and how it is used to obtain the probability
of detection and revisit time at a given point in the search area. Section III describes the cost function and the
optimization method. Section IV presents simulation results and the paper is concluded in V.
II. UAV SURVEILLANCE TRAJECTORY GENERATION
A. Polynomial Trajectory
The polynomials used to deﬁne the UAV’s trajectory can be a function of either position on a constant altitude
plane with Cartesian coordinates (x,y), or velocity which is deﬁned by airspeed and heading, with each method
having their advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of using a polynomial in x and y is that speciﬁc
coordinates can be deﬁned such that the UAV passes through them. In the case of a surveillance trajectory, a
polynomial in x and y allows for the UAV to return to its initial coordinate, thus allowing for a continuous
trajectory. However, one of the most common UAV maneuvers is the banked turn where a polynomial deﬁned in
x and y essentially approximates sinusoidal functions. For banked turns that result in a large change in heading,
the polynomial can not approximate the large trigonometric segment as effectively as it can for a shorter segment.
This insufﬁcient approximation can result in unrealistic trajectories.
For a polynomial in heading and velocity, the banked turns are easily represented. However, the major drawback
of these polynomials is the inability to control speciﬁc coordinates. This drawback prevents a repeated surveillance
trajectory where the start and end position and heading are equal. Thus, both polynomials will be used here with
the majority of the trajectory deﬁned by a series of nh heading polynomials with an x and y polynomial used to
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return the UAV to the starting coordinate. In this case, the velocity polynomial is ignored to simplify the problem
given that there would be little reason for the UAV to change airspeed during a surveillance mission.
Starting with the return polynomial deﬁned in x and y (where x and y are in NED (north, east, down) coordinates
with x parallel to lines of constant latitude and y parallel to lines of constant longitude), the position p, velocity
v, and acceleration a can be obtained as follows:
p(τ) = cτ5 + dτ4 + eτ3 + fτ2 + gτ + h , (1)
v(τ) =
dp(τ)
dτ
= 5cτ4 + 4dτ3 + 3eτ2 + 2fτ + g , (2)
a(τ) =
dv(τ)
dτ
= 20cτ3 + 12dτ2 + 6eτ + 2f , (3)
where p(τ) = [x(τ), y(τ)], v(τ) = [x˙(τ), y˙(τ)], and a(τ) = [x¨(τ), y¨(τ)]. In addition, τ ∈ [0, τf ] where τf = tf−t0
with t0 and tf being the respective start and end times of the polynomial. The 1× 2 vectors, c, d, e, f , g, and
h, deﬁne the polynomial with the ﬁrst column deﬁning the x-axis and the second column deﬁning the y-axis.
The start point of the polynomial consists of a position, velocity, and acceleration denoted by p0, v0, and
a0. Similarly, the end point consists of pf , vf , and af . These values can be obtained by recalling that the return
polynomial connects the last coordinate from the heading polynomials to the initial starting coordinate. As a result the
following can be stated: p0 = pE where pE indicates the last coordinate reached by the heading polynomials; pf =
pS where pS is the initial starting coordinate of the whole trajectory; v0 = [VE cos(ψE), VE sin(ψE)] where VE and
ψE are the airspeed and heading of the UAV at the last coordinate reached; vf = [VE cos(ψS), VE sin(ψS)] where
ψS is the initial heading of the UAV for the whole trajectory; a0 = [a‖E cos(ψE)− a⊥E sin(ψE), a‖E sin(ψE) +
a⊥E cos(ψE)] where a‖E and a⊥E are the respective parallel and normal accelerations to the UAV’s forward
direction at the last coordinate reached; af = [a‖S cos(ψS)−a⊥S sin(ψS), a‖S sin(ψS)+a⊥S cos(ψS)] where a‖S
and a⊥S are the initial UAV’s respective parallel and normal accelerations (where a‖S is taken to be 0). Fig. 1
outlines the components of the return polynomial trajectory.
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xg
p0pxE
pyE
pfpxS
pyS
VE
a⊥E
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a⊥S
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a‖E
a‖S
Fig. 1. Illustration of the return polynomial components. pxE and pyE indicate the last x and y position of the combined heading polynomials
while pxS and pyS indicate the initial starting position of the whole trajectory.
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Using the 3 polynomial start conditions in conjunction with equations (1), (2), and (3), the following can be
obtained:
p(0) = p0 = h , (4)
v(0) = v0 = g , (5)
a(0) = a0 = f . (6)
The above can then be used with the 3 end conditions to form 3 simultaneous equations. Solving gives the
following:
e =(−τf 2(a0 − 3af )− 4τf (3v0 + 2vf )
− 20(p0 − pf ))/(2τf 3) ,
(7)
d =(τf
2(3a0 − 2af ) + 2τf (8v0 + 7vf )
+ 30(p0 − pf ))/(2τf 4) ,
(8)
c =(−τf 2(a0 + af )− 6τf (v0 + vf )
− 12(p0 − pf ))/(2τf 5) .
(9)
For the heading polynomials, similar methods are used. The polynomials obtained are for ψi(τi), ψ˙i(τi), and
ψ¨i(τi) for i = 1, ..., nh. Note that for each segment ψ¨0 and ψ¨f are taken to be 0. Also note that the end conditions
of a given polynomial i are equal to the start conditions of subsequent polynomial i + 1. This continuity allows
for each polynomial to be deﬁned in the time domain by τ given that the initial polynomial starts at time 0.
Furthermore, given continuity at the polynomial boundaries, the nh heading polynomials can be combined to form
one continuous entity. Additionally, including the return polynomial (for a total of nw polynomials) forms another
continuous entity. It is necessary to differentiate between the two as certain properties are evaluated differently for
the return polynomial (in x and y) but the full trajectory is still required.
In order to obtain various properties (such as the aerodynamic and propulsive components) along the trajectory
in a computationally efﬁcient manner, both the combined heading polynomials and the return polynomial were
discretized with a spacing of Δτf (taken to be 1 s). The total number of discrete points along the combined heading
polynomials is given by kh = tnhf /Δτf+ 1 while the total number of discrete points along the full trajectory is
given by kw = tnwf /Δτf+1. The evaluated position and velocity vectors for the combined heading polynomials
at discrete point h (for h = 1, ..., kh) in x and y are then given by ph and vh respectively.
For the heading polynomials, the velocity in x and y can be obtained for a given heading ψh and airspeed Vh
(equation (12)) at a given step h with the following:
vh = [Vh cos(ψh), Vh sin(ψh)] . (10)
In order to determine the return polynomial, the ﬁnal coordinate in x and y needs to be calculated. With the use
of the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration applied to equation (10), the position can be updated as follows:
ph = ph−1 +Δτ
vh + vh−1
2
. (11)
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As previously stated, each polynomial is deﬁned by its start and end conditions as well as the value of τ . For
the polynomial in x and y, the start and end conditions are already known, and as such the polynomial is simply
deﬁned by the value of τ which for this polynomial is denoted as τR. A drawback of heading polynomials not
previously mentioned is that the nature of a polynomial makes transitions overly smooth and slow (i.e. a change in
heading lasting the whole segment). These transitions are not representative of UAV ﬂight and so for this reason
it is assumed that each segment has a constant heading rate such that a singular segment is deﬁned by τ and Δψ
(which is equivalent to ψf − ψ0). The heading rate is then taken as Δψ/τ . However, this assumption results in
discontinuous segments. In order to remedy this discontinuity, transitional segments were introduced to blend the
heading rates. These segments are deﬁned as having a ﬁxed value of 20 s for τtr with the start and end heading
rates for the transitional segments deﬁned as ψ˙tr0 = ψ˙if and ψ˙trf = ψ˙i+10 . The average heading rate between
polynomial i and polynomial i+ 1 can then be used to obtain the change in heading for the transitional segment:
Δψtr = τtr(ψ˙if + ψ˙i+10)/2.
For the sake of computational time, ways of reducing the search space were explored. One such way was to
replace the setting of the speed with a normalized value μV using the stall speed Vstall and the minimum drag
speed Vmd. The commonly used formulations for these speeds were used. The normalization was done on a linear
scale such that for μV = 0, the speed would equal the stall speed, and for μV = kV , the speed would equal the
minimum drag speed. The value of kV was set to 0.288 and was chosen as such because it allows the UAV to
reach the maximum airspeed Vmax at any altitude. The equation to obtain the UAV airspeed from the normalized
value at a given step k along the combined heading polynomials is given as follows:
Vh = Vstallh + μV
Vmdh − Vstallh
kV
, {μV ∈ R|μV ∈ [0, 1]} . (12)
This equation would allow for the optimizer to change altitude without offsetting the UAV’s speed while also being
used to update the UAV’s airspeed throughout the heading polynomials. Given that the return polynomial is deﬁned
in x and y, it is not simple to adjust the velocity throughout its trajectory. Therefore, for the return segment it is
assumed that both the start and end velocity will be equal to the value of the velocity at the end of the last heading
polynomial.
To further heuristically reduce the search space, the value of τR for the return segment can be replaced with a τ
modiﬁer value kτ . Since the start and end velocities are equal, the straight line distance between the start and end
coordinates of the return segment can be used to estimate a straight line time tsl. The value of kτ is then used to
modify the straight line distance such that the value of τR is obtained as
τR = kτ tsl , {kτ ∈ R|kτ ∈ [1, 1.1579]} , (13)
where the upper value of kτ is set such that the UAV can perform a 45◦ turn with constant speed.
In conjunction with the value of kτ for the return polynomial and the values of τi and Δψi for the heading
polynomials, additional parameters are used to deﬁne the trajectory. These consist of the initial coordinate pS ,
normalized airspeed μV , initial heading ψS , and altitude of platform operation hp. The whole polynomial trajectory
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TABLE I
UAV SPECIFICATIONS
Parameter Unit Value
Operational ceiling, hpmax m 19 800
Minimum altitude, hpmin m 11 000
Maximum airspeed, Vmax ms−1 186
Maximum load factor, nmax 1.035
Maximum coefﬁcient of lift, Clmax 1.65
Wing reference area, S m2 50
Wing aspect ratio, AR 25
Zero-lift drag coefﬁcient, Cd0 0.0135
Oswald efﬁciency, e0 0.75
Take-off thrust, T0 N 34 000
Take-off mass, mTOW kg 11 600
Fuel capacity, mfuel kg 6500
can then deﬁned by vector x such that
x = [τ ,Δψ,pS , μV , ψS , kτ , h
p] , (14)
where τ = [τ1, ..., τnh ], Δψ = [Δψ1, ...,Δψnh ], and pS = [x10 , y10 ].
B. Fixed-Wing UAV Fuel Consumption
For surveillance missions, the UAV will ﬂy for as long as possible while carrying a radar unit. For this reason,
the UAV speciﬁcations were loosely based on the Northrop Grumman RQ-4 Global Hawk [1], [26]. Further to these
speciﬁcations, it is also necessary to consider some mission speciﬁc limits. Primarily, the UAV needs to ﬂy above
commercial aircraft altitudes, and so the minimum altitude was set to 11 000m . It is also assumed that there is no
wind acting on the UAV. The UAV speciﬁcations are then outlined in table I.
From take-off to landing, the ﬂight is assumed to be broken into 3 stages. The ﬁrst stage encompasses the process
of take-off, climb, and cruising to the start of the surveillance mission. The second stage involves carrying out the
surveillance mission and the third and ﬁnal stage encompasses the process of returning to base and landing. It is
assumed that the fuel fraction (i.e. the fraction of fuel consumed during a given stage of ﬂight) for the ﬁrst and
third stage is 0.9. These fractions also account for any excess fuel required for safety. Therefore, the initial weight
of the UAV at the start of the trajectory is denoted by mI which is equal to m2m1mTOW while the minimum required
weight of the UAV at the end of the trajectory is denoted by mF and equals mI(mTOW −mfuel)/(m2m1 m4m3mTOW).
The rate of fuel consumption of the UAV can be calculated (equation (15)) as the product of the thrust speciﬁc
fuel consumption TSFC and the required thrust Trequired, both of which are dependent on the setting of the UAV.
The rate of fuel consumption can then be integrated to obtain the total fuel consumed for a given trajectory. Given
the large fuel-to-weight ratio along with the potentially long ﬂight times, it is important to consider the effects of
the change in UAV mass along the trajectory. This effect is achieved by incorporating the current UAV mass mC
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into the required thrust equation. Since the path is discretized, the trapezoidal method for numerical integration
is then applied to update the current UAV mass at each point in the discretized trajectory using the rate of fuel
consumption as shown below.
m˙fw = TrequiredwTSFCw , (15)
mCw = mCw−1 −Δτf
m˙fw + m˙fw−1
2
. (16)
The required thrust depends on the setting of the UAV which includes the altitude, airspeed, current mass,
bank angle, and acceleration. For the heading polynomials, the acceleration is obtained with respect to the local
coordinates. In other words, the tangential component is tangent to the path curvature deﬁned by the heading
polynomial and is simply given by a‖h = (vh − vh−1)/Δτf . The centripetal component is deﬁned along the
outward normal to the curve and is obtained with the radius of curvature (ρ = v/ψ˙) as follows: a⊥h = −vh2/ρh.
For the return segment, the polynomial is deﬁned in x and y coordinates. However, the UAV will ﬂy with forward
velocity along the longitudinal axis. It is then necessary to resolve the return polynomial in the direction of the
velocity vector [27]. By denoting a given velocity vector as v and a given acceleration vector as a, the airspeed V
for the return polynomial is then simply calculated as V = ‖v‖.
The x and y acceleration of the UAV can be resolved along the longitudinal axis (parallel to the airspeed) to
obtain the forward acceleration for the return polynomial as follows:
a‖ =
aTv
‖v‖ . (17)
Using Pythagoras’ theorem, the centripetal acceleration for the return polynomial can then be obtained with
a⊥ =
√
‖a‖2 − a2‖ × sgn(axvy − ayvx) , (18)
where the term sgn(axvy − ayvx) is used to determine the direction of the centripetal acceleration with the x and
y subscripts indicating the x and y component of the respective vector.
For obtaining the radar pointing direction, it is necessary to obtain the UAV heading. For the return polynomial,
the heading is obtained as: ψp = arctan2(py, px) where py and px refer to the respective x and y elements of p
(the position of the UAV).
It is then necessary to determine the required thrust for a given setting of the UAV. For a ﬁxed-wing UAV, a
banked turn is used to change heading. By banking, a horizontal component of the lift force is generated which
forms the centripetal acceleration. The UAV’s drag during a steady level ﬂight banked turn is then deﬁned as
D = c1V
2 +
c2n
2
V 2
, (19)
where
c1 =
1
2
ρSCd0 , c2 =
2W 2
πe0ARρS
, n =
√
1 + a2⊥/g2 , (20)
where W = mCg, and g is the gravitational acceleration with value 9.806 65m s−2. The required thrust is then
obtained as follows:
Trequired = D +mCa‖ , (21)
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Equation (15) stated that the rate of fuel consumption is the product of the required thrust and the thrust speciﬁc
fuel consumption. The next steps are to determine the available thrust in order to determine that the required thrust
does not exceed it, and also to obtain the thrust speciﬁc fuel consumption.
The engine is assumed to be a high-bypass turbofan with an available thrust that decreases with altitude and
Mach number M . The thrust available is assumed to vary linearly with Mach number given that the UAV operates
within a fairly small band of Mach numbers (roughly between 0.3 and 0.6). It is assumed that at M = 0.3 there is
75% of the take-off thrust T0 and at M = 0.6 there is 60% of T0. These values were selected in a similar manner
to the values of b1 and b2 while also being chosen such that they ﬁtted within reasonable variations of thrust [28].
The variation in available thrust as a function of altitude and Mach number [29] is given by:
Tavailable = T0(μ(M − 0.3) + 0.6)σb11 σb22 , (22)
where σ1 = ρt/ρ0 with ρ0 the air density at sea level (with value 1.225 kgm−2) and ρt the air density at the end
of the troposphere (with value 0.3639 kgm−2). Similarly, σ2 = ρ/ρt. Signiﬁcant lack of engine data resulted in the
values for b1 and b2 assumed to be 0.5 and 0.8 respectively. These values were selected to provide sufﬁcient thrust
at maximum altitude to maintain the maximum speed. The gradient of the thrust-Mach line is denoted as μ with
value (0.6− 0.75)/(0.6− 0.3), and M = V/a, where a is the speed of sound which is assumed constant given the
UAV’s region of altitude operation.
The thrust speciﬁc fuel consumption can be obtained as a function of altitude and Mach number [29]. However,
the effect of altitude on TSFC is a function of temperature and in this case (within the region of 11 000m and
20 000m) the temperature is taken as constant. Thus, the thrust speciﬁc fuel consumption can be calculated as
TSFC = TSFC 0M
α , (23)
where TSFC 0 was taken to be 2.55× 10−5 kgN−1 s−1 and α was taken to be 0.6 which is typical for a high-bypass
turbofan.
The value of TSFC and Trequired can now be evaluated at any point on the whole trajectory, and thus the
equations to obtain fuel consumed and change in UAV mass (equations (15) and (16) respectively) can be used
to obtain the total fuel consumed: mconsumed = mI −mCkw , where mCkw is the UAV weight at the end of the
trajectory.
C. Radar Coverage
To obtain the coverage of the radar, a method of representing the sensor and how it covers a given area needs
to be implemented. Two aspects will be considered with regards to coverage. The ﬁrst, the probability of detection
at a point within the area, and the second, the revisit time to a point within the area. The probability of detection,
as the name suggests, mathematically encapsulates the probability of detecting a speciﬁc target. The revisit time is
the time between repeated coverage of a given point in the search area. As the UAV moves around the search area,
the main beam of the radar will intersect the surface, thus increasing the probability of detection and resetting the
current revisit time to zero, for those points within the beam. Ideally, the probability of detection is to be maximized
while the revisit time is to be minimized. There is thus an inherit trade off between the two.
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In order to determine the global coverage for a given trajectory in an efﬁcient manner, the search area was
discretized into an evenly spaced x-y search grid consisting of ng nodes (where x is along north, y is along east,
and z is assumed sea level (i.e. 0m)). The search grid is deﬁned in terms of the node spacing ΔG (which sets
in meters how far apart each node is along each axis), and the number of nodes ngx and n
g
y in the x and y axis
respectively. Both node numbers are taken to be odd such that there is a deﬁnite center node (note that the center
of the search grid is always taken to be 0 rad in latitude and longitude, and (0, 0, 0) in NED coordinates). The total
number of nodes in the search grid is therefore equal to ngxn
g
y .
At each node in the search grid, the probability of detection and revisit time needs to be evaluated for the full
trajectory. These components can be evaluated by ﬁrstly representing the probability of detection grid and the revisit
time grid as matrices D and T respectively, both of which have dimensions ngy × ngx.
For efﬁciency, the radar was similarly discretized into an x-y radar grid (and as before z is taken to be 0) with
nr nodes. Each node represents the probability of detecting a speciﬁc target on the ground at a given relative NED
coordinate to the UAV. Furthermore, due to the relatively small size of search grids, it is assumed that the radar
grid is calculated at a latitude and longitude of 0 rad. To account for the curvature of the earth, the nodes in NED
coordinates are converted to ECEF (earth-centered, earth-ﬁxed) coordinates to obtain the absolute range to the UAV
as outlined by equations (24) and (25).
For both the search grid and the radar grid, it is accepted that there will be some warping effects (i.e. the spacing
between nodes will not be equal) particularly near the poles of the earth. However, there is warping effects for all
methods of mapping a sphere to a 2D grid, and this effect is only of concern if the search area (or radar range)
is signiﬁcantly large. In this case, the diagonal distance between the cells of the grid deviated less than 1m when
wrapped around the earth. This error was deemed well within reasonable limits.
As is often the case, the full 360◦ scan of the radar may not be needed. For example, if a thin coastal stretch is to
be monitored, the maximum angular sector of the radar need only cover the length of the coastal strip. Accordingly,
sector scan is introduced to allow for this scenario, and is deﬁned by the sector scan angular position δ and the
sector scan angular width γ.
The radar grid represents a full scan of the radar (for any γ). Given the radial nature of a radar scan, the number of
nodes in the x-axis is equal to the number of the nodes in the y-axis, and is given by nrxy = 2rmax/ΔG+1. Thus,
nr = nrxyn
r
xy . The matrices containing the range, elevation from boresight, elevation from UAV, signal-to-noise
ratio, and probability of detection are denoted r, Θ, θr, SNR, and Pd respectively.
The earth is assumed to be spherical with radius re = 6318137m. For the radar modeling, the commonly used
‘four-thirds earth model’ is used to account for atmospheric refraction, and thus, the value of the radius of the
earth is given by ra = (4/3)re. The ECEF coordinates (denoted by X , Y , and Z) of each node in the radar grid,
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TABLE II
RADAR SPECIFICATIONS
Parameter Unit Value
Power, Ptx W 3000
Wavelength, λ m 0.031
Antenna height, Ah m 0.5
Antenna length, Al m 1
Pulse compression factor, η 185.2
Coherent integration factor, Np 32
Noise ﬁgure, Fn dB 7
System losses, Lsys dB 7.5
Probability of false alarm, PFA 1× 10−6
Maximum range, rmax m 185 200
Scan rate, ω˙ rad s−1 π/6
Noise Bandwidth, Bn Hz 1.5× 106
converted from NED coordinates (denoted xr and yr), are obtained as follows:
Xuv = ra cos(x
r
uv/ra) cos(y
r
uv/ra) ,
Yuv = ra cos(x
r
uv/ra) sin(y
r
uv/ra) ,
Zuv = ra sin(x
r
uv/ra) ,
for u = 1, ..., nrxy and for v = 1, ..., n
r
xy ,
(24)
where subscripts u and v indicate the row and column index of a given node in the radar grid.
The range from the UAV to an individual radar grid node in matrix r is obtained as follows (recalling that the
radar is calculated at a latitude and longitude of 0 rad):
ruv =
√
(Xuv − hp)2 + Yuv2 + Zuv2 . (25)
The radar assumed here was based on a typical airborne maritime surveillance radar suitable for a long range
UAV mission. The values for this radar are outlined in table II with the radar assumed to have a rectangular antenna,
and thus the beamwidth in elevation is approximated with θ3 dB = 0.88(λ/Ah). The radar sensor is represented
using the radar range equation and consequently the signal to noise ratio for each element in matrix SNR is given
by
SNRuv =
ηNpPtxG
2(Θuv)σtgtλ
2
(4π)3kBTBnFnLsysruv4
, (26)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant with value 1.380 648 52× 10−23 JK−1, and T is the temperature taken to be a
constant 213K. For this scenario, a typical target is assumed to be a ﬁshing boat with radar cross section σtgt of
100m2. Note that the values quoted in table II for Fn and Lsys are converted to linear values. The radar gain G
is a function of elevation from radar boresight given in matrix form as
G(Θ) =
4πAlAh
λ2
sinc2(π
Ah
λ
sin(Θ)) , (27)
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where Θ = θr−θB, θr is the elevation angle to the node from the UAV, and θB is the the radar boresight elevation
angle.
Centre of Earth
UAV
ra
hp
rh
rc
θc
Fig. 2. Geometry of UAV radar boresight with respect to Earth.
Obtaining the elevation angle from the UAV to a node in the radar grid requires the use of the geometry
outlined in Fig. 2. Firstly, the slant range to the horizon rh is simply obtained using Pythagoras’ theorem as
rh =
√
(ra + hp)2 − r2a .
If the slant range to a point on the ground rc is known, then the elevation angle from the UAV to that point can
be obtained with the following:
θc = arcsin
(
r2c + (ra + h
p)2 − r2a
2rc(ra + hp)
)
. (28)
Alternatively, for a given elevation angle θc the slant range to a point on the ground can be calculated as follows:
rc = (ra + h
p) sin θc −
√
(ra + hp)2 sin
2 θc − r2h . (29)
For surveillance operations, the boresight of the radar beam is set such that it maximizes the area of coverage.
This setting is achieved by pointing the lower edge of the beam at the maximum range. By setting rc = rmax (and
accounting for the beamwidth), equation (28) can be used to set the boresight for maximum area. Additionally,
using the range to each node in the radar grid ruv in conjunction with equation (28), the elevation from boresight
for each node can also be obtained.
The SNR can now be obtained for any node, and thus the probability of detection Pd can be obtained (an
example of which is shown in Fig. 3). Given that the target can be approximated by Swerling 1 models, each
element in the matrix can then be approximated [30] as
Pduv = PFA
(1+SNRuv)
−1
. (30)
It should be noted that in order to improve computational time, several conditions were applied during the creation
of matrix Pd. The ﬁrst of which was to disregard the radar side lobes and ensure that only the main beam of the
radar was considered. This consideration was implemented by removing any nodes that had a range ruv less than
the upper and lower slant range of the radar main beam such that r−3 dB ≤ ruv ≤ r+3dB. In order to obtain the slant
ranges, equation (29) was used where θ−3 dB = θ3 dB + θ3 dB/2 and θ
+
3dB = θ3 dB − θ3 dB/2. The probability of
detection for the ignored nodes was 0.
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Fig. 3. Probability of detection radar grid at altitude hp = 15 000m. The gray area indicates excluded nodes.
When sector scan is applied only the nodes within the sector need to be considered. The following condition can
then be used on each node in the radar grid to determine if it lies within the sector: |ψruv − ψp − δ|≤ γ/2.
The matrix Pd provides the probability of detection for the radar grid at a given point in the trajectory. However,
it is necessary to obtain the accumulated probability of detection at each node in the global search grid for a given
trajectory. In order to calculate the accumulated probability of detection, it is ﬁrst necessary to obtain the current
search grid nodes that are aligned with the current radar grid nodes.
Given the long surveillance range, the maximum speed of the UAV, and the fast scan rate, it is assumed that
a full sector scan (for any γ) is applied at a time step equal to the equivalent scan time. Note that the distance
covered by the UAV during the time taken to scan is not signiﬁcant relative to the range covered by the radar.
This assumption greatly improves computational efﬁciency by allowing the radar to be represented by one matrix.
Similar to obtaining the fuel consumption, the trajectory is discretized in τ . In this case however, the spacing Δτr
was set to match the scan rate of the radar and was thus equal to γ/ω˙.
A given discrete position (p and hp) in NED coordinates along the trajectory can be projected to determine the
NED position on the ground that is equivalent to the position of the center of the radar grid. This ground position,
obtained with equation (31), is then rounded to the nearest node on the global search grid. At this point, the radar
grid will be aligned with the global search grid and thus the current probability of detection of the radar grid can
be used to update the global search grid probability of detection (or revisit time).
pg = p
re
re + hp
. (31)
For a given discrete position of the UAV projected to the ground pg, the lower and upper matrix indices of the
global search grid that are occupied by the radar grid are given by the 1×2 vectors m and n respectively. The index
of the center node for the search grid and the radar grid are denoted by gg = [ngx/2, ngy/2] and gr = nrxy/2
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respectively. m and n are then obtained as follows:
m = nint(
pg
ΔG
) + gg − gr + 1 , (32)
n = nint(
pg
ΔG
) + gg + gr − 1 , (33)
where, for example, m1 and m2 indicate the respective column and row index of the lower bounds of the global
search grid that is within the radar grid. Note that the function nint, obtains the nearest integer.
The probabilities of detection for the current radar grid can then be combined with the probabilities of detection
for the global search grid. Noting that for events that are not mutually exclusive, the probability of event A or
B occurring is given by P (A ∪ B) = P (A) + P (B) − P (A)P (B). The appropriate nodes in the probability of
detection search grid can then be updated as
Djk ← Djk + Pdw −Djk ◦ Pdw , (34)
where j = m1, ..., n1 and k = m2, ..., n2 which indicate the respective row and column indices of the search grid
nodes that are within the radar grid. Note that the Hadamard product is used for element wise multiplication. An
additional check of j and k is applied to ensure that each value lies within the bounds of the search grid such that
1 ≤ j ≤ ngy and 1 ≤ k ≤ ngx. Values that do not satisfy this condition are ignored. Pdw indicates the radar grid
probability of detection Pd at discrete point w on the trajectory (with a time step of Δτr used).
In order to obtain the average revisit time, three quantities are required for each node in the search area grid:
the number of visits by the radar T n, the total revisit time T t, and the current revisit time T c.
Due to the discretization of the search area, radar area, and scan time, it is possible for a node to enter
coverage, then exit coverage, then re-enter coverage all within 3 simulation steps. While this event is rare, a
smoothing technique was nevertheless employed. This technique ensures that nodes will only have their visit
number incremented if there has been two steps since the last increment. The update rules for the number of visits
and total revisit time for each node in the search area grid are given in equation (35) and (36) respectively.
T npq ← T npq + 1 , (35)
T tpq ← T tpq + T cpq . (36)
On the ﬁrst step of the simulation, p and q are equal to j and k respectively. These indices result in the visit
count T n of each search grid node within radar coverage being incremented by 1, in addition to the total visit time
T t being incremented by the current revisit time T c. On the second step of the simulation, p and q indicate the
respective row and column indices of the search grid nodes which have newly entered radar coverage. From step
3 until the end of the simulation, p and q indicate the respective row and column indices of the search grid nodes
which have newly entered coverage and have not been incremented in the previous 2 steps. To update the revisit
time search grid, the whole grid is ﬁrstly incremented by the current scan time (i.e. the time that has passed since
the previous scan) as follows:
T c ← T c +Δτr . (37)
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The current revisit time search nodes that are within the radar grid are then multiplied by either 0 or 1 depending
on whether the probability of detection is 0 or greater than 0 respectively. The current revisit time for these nodes
is therefore equated as follows:
T cjk ← T cjk ◦ (1− Pdw) . (38)
In order to obtain the average revisit time for the whole search area, the remaining revisit time at the the end
of the trajectory needs to be accounted for. As such, the nodes which were covered at both the start and end of
the trajectory have their visit counts reduced by 1. This criteria does not include those nodes which were within
radar coverage for the full trajectory (i.e. having a visit count equal to 1). Additionally, the nodes within T t which
were not covered at the start/end have their corresponding elements from T r added, with Δτr subtracted from
these nodes to account for the start and end step being equivalent. With the remaining revisit time accounted for,
the average revisit time T for a given node is then simply the total revisit time divided by the number of visits:
T = T t/T n.
III. OPTIMIZATION
A. Cost Function
The objective is to ﬁnd trajectories that simultaneously minimize fuel consumption, maximize the probability
of detection within the search grid, and minimize the revisit time within the search grid. In order to achieve this
objective, a cost function must be deﬁned for each of the 3 criteria.
The cost for probability of detection is 1 minus the mean probability of detection for a given search grid. This
cost can be equated as follows:
JD = 1− 1
ng
ngy∑
j=1
ngx∑
k=1
Djk . (39)
Similarly, the cost for revisit time is given by the mean revisit time for a given search grid
JT =
1
ng
ngy∑
j=1
ngx∑
k=1
Tjk . (40)
For the fuel consumption cost, the cost is simply the mass of the fuel consumed:
Jm = mconsumed = mI −mCnτ . (41)
The input to the cost function was the UAV trajectory x deﬁned by equation (14) where most of the upper and
lower values were outlined in either section II-A or in table I. For a constrained optimization problem there needs
to be limits placed on all inputs. The limits for τ , Δψ, and pS are heuristically chosen to allow for a singular
segment to cover either a relatively short or relatively long distance.
However, certain constraints can not be applied to the cost function input and instead must be applied within. For
example, in order to ensure that the UAV does not stall, each value for the velocity along a given polynomial must
be checked. The constraints that are within the cost function are outlined in equation (42). The ﬁrst of these checks
that the airspeed of the UAV at each discrete point along the trajectory neither stalls nor exceeds the maximum
airspeed. The second, checks that the thrust is greater than or equal to zero (i.e. no reverse thrust) and less than
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or equal to the available thrust. The third, checks that the load factor of the UAV is less than the maximum load
factor. The ﬁnal constraint checks that the UAV weight is not less than the minimum required UAV weight at the
end of the trajectory. All of these combined are used to determine if a given polynomial is feasible.
vstall ≤vw ≤ vmax, w = 1, ..., kw ,
0 ≤Tw ≤ Tavailable, w = 1, ..., kw ,
nw ≤ nmax, w = 1, ..., kw ,
mF ≤mCkw .
(42)
Rather than check each discrete point, the maximum or minimum of each value (excluding the minimum load
factor and maximum UAV weight) was used as the input to either equation (43) or (44) depending on whether the
upper or lower bounds are being checked. These equations penalize the violation of a given constraint such that
the further the value exceeds the bounds, the greater the violation cost. This penalty helps guide the optimization
algorithm towards feasible solutions.
cl(x) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(
1 + xmin−xxmax−xmin
)2
, if x < xmin
0, otherwise
(43)
cu(x) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(
1 + x−xmaxxmax−xmin
)2
, if x > xmax
0, otherwise
(44)
where cl(x) and cu(x) are the violation costs for the lower and upper bounds respectively.  inﬂuences the magnitude
of violation cost and was heuristically chosen to be 1× 105.
Recalling the issues that a polynomial in x and y has for changes in heading approximately greater than 45◦, an
additional violation cost is added. This cost is denoted as cψ and is obtained with equations (43) and (44) where
the minimum and maximum values were set to −45◦ and 45◦ respectively.
To avoid a trajectory appearing within a trajectory, an additional violation cost was added. This cost ensured that
the total absolute change in heading was less than 720◦ which prevented 2 full 360◦ rotations occurring within the
trajectory. The total change in heading was obtained by summing the absolute change in heading for each segment.
The cost is denoted by cΔψ and obtained with (44) with the condition changed to x ≥ xmax.
Lastly, for the surveillance of a given area it is required that the whole area is covered. Therefore, an additional
violation cost is applied to ensure that every node is visited. This cost is simply the sum of the total unvisited nodes
scaled by a factor of  and is denoted by cR.
Since these constraints are not applied on the input, there is no absolute guarantee that a trajectory can be obtained
that will satisfy them. However, the cost for violating these constraints can be set to a degree that near guarantees
that the solution will fall within the constraints (assuming such a trajectory is possible). The total violation cost Jc
is then the sum of each violation cost for every polynomial in the trajectory. This cost is equated as follows:
Jc = cR + cΔψ + cψ + c
l
V + c
u
V + c
l
T + c
u
T + c
u
n + c
l
mC , (45)
where, for example, clV is the violation cost for the lower bounds of the UAV airspeed V .
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The vector of cost functions is given in equation (46). Only solutions that do not violate the constraints within
the cost function are desired and thus the violation cost is added to the cost vector. This approach ensures that
feasible solutions are considered more optimal than non-feasible solutions.
J = [JD, JT , Jm] + Jc (46)
The multi-objective optimization problem is then formulated as follows:
minimize
x
J(x)
subject to τmin ≤ τi ≤ τmax, i = 1, ..., nh,
Δψmin ≤ Δψi ≤ Δψmax, i = 1, ..., nh,
pmin ≤ pS ≤ pmax,
0 ≤ μV ≤ 1,
ψSmin ≤ ψS ≤ ψSmax ,
1 ≤ kτ ≤ 1.1579,
hpmin ≤ hp ≤ hpmax
(47)
B. Multi-Objective Particle Swarm optimization
Outlined by Kennedy and Eberhart [31], particle swarm optimization is based on social behavior of swarms and
can be used for global optimization. For a swarm of p particles, the position of particle d within the variable space
is given by xd. At each iteration, the position is updated with a velocity based on its own best position as well as
the best position of the swarm. The position update is equated as follows:
xdk+1 = x
d
k + v
d
k+1 , (48)
where the velocity is updated as follows:
vdk+1 = ωv
d
k + c1r1 ◦ (pdk − xdk) + c2r2 ◦ (pgk − xdk) . (49)
c1 and c2 represent the cognitive learning factor and the social learning factor respectively. In essence, these represent
the weighting of the attraction between particle d’s best position (pdk) and the swarm’s best position (p
g
k), both of
which are the best position in the variable space from all previous iterations. ω is the inertia value which weights
the affect of the previous velocity. r1 and r2 are vectors of the same length as x, containing random numbers with
range [0, 1] with uniform distribution.
The original PSO algorithm only optimizes for one variable so given the nature of the problem, a multi-objective
PSO (MOPSO) algorithm was required. The algorithm selected for in this instance is OMOPSO [32] which was
shown to be the most salient [33] of several MOPSO algorithms. Given that more than one cost function is being
optimized for, there is more than one value that could be considered optimal. The set of solutions that are in some
sense optimal is known as the Pareto front. OMOPSO uses crowding distance to reduce the size of the Pareto front
and also uses mutation to diversify the swarm search. For the mutation, the swarm is subdivided into three sets
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TABLE III
MULTI-OBJECTIVE PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
c1 1.5
c2 1.5
ω 0.3
Maximum iterations 1000
Swarm size 3600
Maximum Pareto front size 250
Mutation probability 1/length(x)
of equal size with each subset having a different mutation scheme applied (no mutation, uniform mutation, and
non-uniform mutation). The global best used in equation (49) is then selected using the the particle with the least
particles dominated, and in the case that multiple particles meet this criteria, then the particle with the maximum
crowding distance is chosen (failing a singular choice, a particle is then chosen randomly from those that meet both
criteria).
For high dimensional search spaces, the initialization of the particles can have a signiﬁcant effect. A method to
improve the initialization is outlined by Richards and Ventura [34] which uses centroidal Voronoi tessellations. The
parameters used within the OMOPSO algorithm are outlined in table III.
IV. RESULTS
This section outlines the results for two commonly seen scenarios for airborne maritime radar surveillance. The
ﬁrst, scenario A, is a large square area whilst the second, scenario B, is a thin curved coastal strip. For these
scenario, the number of heading polynomials nh was taken to be 6 and 7 respectively with a grid spacing ΔG
taken to be 2000m. Furthermore, it is assumed for both scenarios that the radar was stabilized against platform
motion.
For each of these scenarios, a Pareto front is obtained with several examples plotted. The Pareto front would
allow a trajectory to be selected for a given mission based on further criteria (e.g. minimum revisit times, maximum
probability of detection, and total surveillance time required).
The results were obtained with the use of MATLAB used in conjunction with a i7-6700 processor and 16GB of
RAM. For each scenario, the simulation was ran several times in order to ensure repeatability amongst the solutions.
The average execution time for scenario A was 709 171 s while for scenario B it was 611 845 s. Whilst these times
show the signiﬁcant computational cost, this method is intended to be used with predeﬁned search areas where
the optimization is performed once in advance. The execution time could be improved by using more powerful
hardware, a compiled programming language, and/or reducing several of the scenario and optimization parameters.
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Fig. 4. Selected Pareto front probability of detection grids (top row) and revisit time grids (bottom row) for scenario A. The black line indicates
the UAV’s path, while the dots indicate the transition points between polynomials. Note that a lower value in the probability of detection grid
means higher probability of detection while a lower value in the revisit time grid means more frequent revisit.
Fig. 5. Pareto front for scenario A. Selected values shown in Fig. 4 are indicated by larger dots with the baseline trajectory indicated by the
square.
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Fig. 6. Time history for trajectory (b). The dots indicate the end points of each polynomial. Note that the timescale hides the continuous nature
of the transition between polynomials.
A. Scenario A
The scenario being optimized for in this case involves a large rectangular grid, speciﬁcally 400 km by 400 km,
such that the full radar beam (γ = 360◦) ﬁts within the area. For this scenario, the constraints for τi were heuristically
chosen as τmin = 300 s, τmax = 2500 s.
For this search area, constraining the start position to one quadrant of the area has zero effect on the results. As
such, the upper and lower limits on pS were simply set to 200 000m and 0m respectively. For the same reason,
the upper and lower limits for the initial heading ψS were set to π/4 and −3π/4 (i.e. along the diagonal of the
search area). Additionally, and since trajectories with a total absolute change in heading greater than 720◦ were
undesired, the limits of Δψ were heuristically set to π and −π/4 to prevent the trajectory doubling back on itself.
The Pareto front obtained from the optimization is shown in Fig. 5. Three trajectories were selected from the
Pareto front to highlight the different types of geometric paths obtained from the optimization. These trajectories
are shown in Fig. 4.
Trajectory (a) shows a rounded square path which provides low fuel consumption and low revisit times at the
cost of low probability of detection. By ﬂying close to the center of the search area, the total distance traveled is
minimized. For this trajectory, the UAV ﬂies at an altitude of 12 715m and an airspeed of 128.84m s−1 which is
slightly above than the airspeed for maximum endurance. This airspeed further reduces the fuel consumption while
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Fig. 7. Selected Pareto front probability of detection grids (top row) and revisit time grids (bottom row) for scenario B. The black line indicates
the UAV’s path, while the dots indicate the transition points between polynomials. Note that a lower value in the probability of detection grid
means higher probability of detection while a lower value in the revisit time grid means more frequent revisit.
Fig. 8. Pareto front for scenario B. Selected values shown in Fig. 7 are indicated by larger dots with the baseline trajectory indicated by the
square.
also improving the revisit time.
Trajectory (b) shows a rounded triangle path which has both a high probability of detection and low revisit time
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Fig. 9. Time history for trajectory (b). The dots indicate the end points of each polynomial. Note that the timescale hides the continuous nature
of the transition between polynomials.
at the cost of high fuel consumption. The path covers a large distance thus increasing the probability of detection
while also maintaining a short distance to the center which lowers the revisit time. With an altitude of 11 021m,
the area covered by the radar is nearly maximized at the cost of fuel consumption. However, the UAV ﬂies at an
airspeed of 112.31m s−1 which is just below the maximum endurance speed. This speed helps minimize the fuel
lost due to the low altitude and large path.
Trajectory (c) shows a large but narrow racetrack path. The narrowness allows for the radar to cover regions of
the area to both sides at a given point in time. However, the path must travel nearly the length of the area in order
to cover the central regions. This results in a high probability of detection at the cost of higher revisit time and
higher fuel consumption. Similar to trajectory (b), the altitude is 11 007m which maximizes the area covered by
the radar. Conversely, the UAV ﬂies at an airspeed of 93.07m s−1 which is 19.33m s−1 lower than the maximum
endurance speed. As a result of this speed, the probability of detection is further increased with both the revisit
time and fuel consumption increased.
To highlight a trajectories behavior, the time history of trajectory (b) is shown in Fig. 6. Most notably, there are
ﬂuctuations in the return segment polynomials which is the main drawback of the x and y polynomial. However,
this drawback is accepted due to the need for the UAV to return to the initial position with the same heading as
the initial heading.
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In order to highlight the performance of these trajectories within this scenario, a baseline trajectory was used
for comparison. Based on industry recommendations, a circular trajectory was used as a baseline with the diameter
equal to half the length of the square area. Additionally, the UAV was ﬂown at the maximum endurance speed
at an altitude of 11 000m. It was found that 3 trajectories from the Pareto front were better than the baseline
trajectory with regards to all 3 cost functions. This few number of trajectories shows that the baseline is not too
far from the optimized trajectories, though there is still improvement that can be made. For example, one of these
trajectories offered a 2.54% decrease in revisit time, a 2.40% decrease in fuel consumption, and a 0.16% increase
in probability of detection. Additionally, the Pareto front offers trajectories in any direction in terms of cost (e.g. a
trajectory which saves more fuel at the cost of probability of detection).
B. Scenario B
In this scenario, the trajectory is to be optimized for the surveillance of a coastal strip. A curved coastal strip was
set up where the curvature was assumed to be circular. For this scenario, it is commonly required for the radar to
operate with a sector scan pointing to one side of the UAV. In this case, the angular position δ was set to π/2 rad,
the angular width γ set to π/3 rad, and the scan rate set to π/18 rad s−1. For this case, the trajectory will simply
move around the coastal strip. As a result, several heuristics were employed to reduce the search space and thus
execution time. The starting position pS was constrained to start at some point on the north-west side of the coast
with the initial heading ψS ﬁxed in the direction of the coastal curvature. The upper and lower bounds of τi and
Δψi were then set such that there would be two large segments (for turning around the coastal strip) and several
smaller segments on either side. The turning segments were heuristically set with the following lower and upper
bounds: τmin = 1500 s, τmax = 3500 s, Δψmin = −190◦, Δψmax = −160◦. Similarly for the smaller segments,
the lower and upper bounds were set as τmin = 100 s, τmax = 1000 s, while the bounds for Δψi were set such that
the value would be between 0◦ and ±30◦.
The Pareto front for this scenario is shown in Fig. 8 with three selected trajectories shown in Fig. 7. Trajectory
(a) provides low fuel consumption and low revisit times at the cost of lower probability of detection. The UAV
maintains a close distance to the search area which means a smaller area of the radar beam intersects the area. This
close proximity results in a higher revisit time as less search area is covered by the radar at each point along the
trajectory. In this trajectory, the UAV ﬂies at an altitude of 110 059m which allows for the radar beam to intersect
the surface at closer distances, thus allowing the UAV to maintain a close course. Additionally, the UAV ﬂies at
125.23m s−1 which is well above the maximum endurance speed. The result of this speed is a sacriﬁce of some
fuel for a decrease in revisit time.
Trajectory (b) provides both high probability of detection and low revisit time at the cost of high fuel consumption.
By maintaining a distance that allows for the center beam to intersect the search area, the probability of detection
is maximized. Furthermore, the UAV ﬂies at a low altitude (11 006m) which further increases the probability of
detection by reducing both the distance to the beam center and the range. With an airspeed (100.61m s−1) less
than the airspeed for maximum endurance, there is more time on area for the radar at the cost of fuel consumption.
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Trajectory (c) provides high probability of detection by sacriﬁcing fuel consumed and revisit time. The UAV ﬂies
at an altitude of 11 000m which provides the maximum probability of detection for the radar. With an airspeed
of 92.91m s−1 (well below the maximum endurance speed), more time is spend on each point within area, thus
maximizing the probability of detection at the cost of fuel.
In terms of path, the biggest difference between trajectory (a), (b), and (c) is the distance between the turns at
the tips. Trajectory (a) turns sharply around the tips, to the point where there is signiﬁcantly less probability of
detection at the tips. Conversely, trajectory (c) keeps a distance that allows the radar beam to intersect more of the
outer edges of the search area. However, by keeping a far distance from the edges, the ﬂight time is signiﬁcantly
increased which increases the revisit time and the fuel consumed. Trajectory (b) provides a medium between (a)
and (c).
The time history of trajectory (b) is shown in Fig. 9. Notably, there are larger ﬂuctuations in the return polynomial
relative to the ﬂuctuations shown in Fig. 6. This difference is largely due to the return polynomial having more
curvature relative to the return polynomial in trajectory (b) in scenario A. However, the ﬂuctuation in airspeed for
this case is still less than 1m s−1 which has little impact on performance.
The industry recommended trajectory for this scenario was such that the center of the beam intersects the
center-line of the curved strip. Additionally, circular turns are performed at the ends of the area with the beam
still intersecting the center-line. As with scenario A, the UAV was ﬂown at the maximum endurance speed at an
altitude of 11 000m. It was found that 97 trajectories from the Pareto front were better than the baseline in all 3 cost
functions. This number suggests a great improvement in performance. For example, one of these trajectories offered
a 74.33% decrease in revisit time, a 9.05% decrease in fuel consumption, and a 26.71% increase in probability
of detection.
In both scenario A and B, none of the trajectories had an altitude above 14 500m. This observation suggests that
at higher altitudes, too much fuel is consumed in making up for the lost coverage than would otherwise be saved
ﬂying at these high altitudes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper outlines a method for trajectory optimization for airborne maritime radar wide area persistent surveil-
lance using a polynomial trajectory generation method. The considerations of the dynamics, propulsion, and mission
requirements of a ﬁxed-wing UAV, as well as a maritime surveillance radar, provide a method to obtain the fuel
consumption, probability of detection, and revisit time for a given trajectory. The polynomial trajectory generation
method provides a simple method to produce complex trajectories necessary to obtain the UAV dynamics for the
fuel consumption, dynamic limitations of the UAV, and path. By discretizing the search area and radar coverage
area into grids, a computationally efﬁcient way of obtaining the probability of detection and revisit time for each
point in the grid is outlined.
Multi-objective particle swarm optimization was used in conjunction with the cost function for probability of
detection, revisit time, and fuel consumption, resulting in a Pareto front of trajectories that provide several suitable
options for various UAV maritime radar surveillance mission requirements. The results are not just in terms of path,
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but also in terms of the altitude of operation and airspeed of the UAV. Results are obtained for two commonly seen
scenarios. For scenario A, 3 trajectories were found that were better than the industry recommended baseline in
all three cost functions. For scenario B, 97 trajectories were found to be better than the baseline which suggests a
signiﬁcant improvement.
For future work, this algorithm can easily be applied to other platforms and sensors for various scenarios (e.g.
using a hyperspectral camera for geographical surveying). A speciﬁc case of interest is search areas that have
regions with a higher chance of containing targets. Since the probability of detecting a target differs between each
cell, the overall probability of detection can no longer be obtained by summation. As such, a Monte Carlo method
could be used with randomized target positions to obtain the optimization cost.
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